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Abstract
This paper describes the proposed implementation of a new model for the linguistic postprocessing
component of the Human Language Technology (HLT) project. The model was designed for handwriting
recognition applications but can be used for other text recognition problems and speech recognition. We
demonstrate here that the current implementation (the POS model) fails to incorporate new sources of
information such as word n-grams, and further handles the recogniser's scores incorrectly. We propose
an alternative approach (the SSS model) which remedies these shortcomings. We also show that the
SSS algorithm has a direct interpretation as a Hidden Markov Model whose states correspond to words
that have been tagged with their parts of speech, and whose observations are discretised recogniser
condences. The HMM interpretation has the added advantage that the approach can be naturally
extended to handle error recovery of the recogniser. Preliminary results indicate that the SSS model is
successful in selecting the truth path over alternate paths.
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1 Introduction
There is currently a substantial and growing interest in the use of linguistic postprocessing techniques for
recognising handwritten text. Most methods described in the literature use mainly word n-gram information.
Their predictions are based on the criterion of Kullback{Liebler entropy assigned to strings 1, 2]. The bridge
between the word-recognition process and the linguistic postprocessing is not always set up.
In this work we explore a new approach to modelling language for post-processing the output of a
recogniser for handwritten text. Our approach (the SSS model) allows us to incorporate the recogniser's
condence scores directly into the re-ranking process. We also show that the SSS algorithm has a direct
interpretation as a Hidden Markov Model whose states correspond to words that have been tagged with their
parts of speech, and whose observations are discretised recogniser condences.
In the following section we briey review the notation that we use. In Section 3, we look at our current
implementation (the POS model), and examine its eectiveness for the task at hand. We present the SSS
This research is jointly funded by NSF and ARPA under the Human Language Technology program (Grant# IRI-9315006).
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model in Section 4, and develop the theory associated with the model. This section also contains the HMM
interpretation of our model, and sets the stage for our future work on Hidden Markov Mesh Fields.
Sections 5, 6 and 7 describe our estimation methods for the computation of the central terms in the SSS
model. We discuss our benchmarking plans in Section 8, and outline our future work in Section 9.

2 Notation
Here we introduce the notational conventions that we use in our work. We use lower-case letters (w t :::)
to denote atomic elements such as words and tags, upper-case letters (W T P :::) to denote sequences, and
calligraphic letters (W , T , P , ...) to denote sets.
We will refer to numeric sequences as
. We make a notational distinction between atomic sequences
such as a word-sequence W = hw1 w2 ::: wni, and numeric vectors like the score-vector S = s1 s2 ::: sn]t.
(The superscript `t' denotes the
form of the vector.) In our application, there is always a one-to-one
correspondence between the elements of a sequence and its associated vectors.
vectors

transpose

2.1 The Trellis
A
is a layered graph, whose vertices are words, tags, or word::tag pairs. Each layer of the trellis
corresponds to a word-position in the input stream, and the vertices in the layer represent candidates for
this word-position. Each pair of adjacent layers in the trellis forms a complete bi-partite subgraph of the
trellis.
Thus the trellis is a compact representation of all possible transition sequences that can arise from the
alternatives available from the recogniser and from the tagging process. The vertices of the trellis can be
embedded in a two-dimensional matrix, with the vertices in each layer being assigned to elements in the
corresponding column of the matrix.
We will refer to a particular trellis as being a word-trellis, a tag-trellis or a word::tag {trellis, according
to the type of its vertices. The lexicon W that we use in our system is assumed to provide 100% coverage
for the training and test sets. The set of tags T that we use is modelled after the UPenn tagset, and is a
renement of traditional English parts of speech.
trellis

2.2 The Notion of a Path
A
in the trellis is a sequence of elements such that there is exactly one element for each column in the
trellis. Thus, a
W::T is a sequence of word::tag pairs (of the form hw::t1 w::t2 ::: w::tni) such
that there is exactly one word::tag pair w::ti for each column i in a word::tag trellis. Thus the probability of
a word::tag path with respect to a word::tag trellis is the probability P(W jT) of a given path of word::tag
pairs through the trellis.
path

word::tag path
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2.3 Path Sets
We denote the set of all word::tag paths through a word::tag trellis by P . So, we have 8(W::T) W::T 2 P .
For a particular vertex (i j) in a trellis, P  P denotes the subset of paths that pass through it. We use
double subscripts (typically i j) to denote overall word{ and tag-positions in the trellis. However, when a
particular path is being discussed, we drop the rst subscript, which indicates the rank of the word (or its
tag) in the candidate-list. Thus, the notation wi refers to the ith word in the current path, and ti refers to
the tag associated with it.
ij

3 The Current Implementation: The POS Model
The current HLT linguistic postprocessor at CEDAR, which we refer to as the Part-of-Speech (POS) Model,
uses a modied version of the formulation in 3]. The POS Model maximises the following quantity:
)  P(T) :
P (T jW) = P (W PjT(W)
(1)
Separating the word terms, the word::tag terms, and the pure tag terms, we write:
P (W jT ) =

Yn

i=1

P (wijti)

P (T ) = P(t1) 

n
Y
i=2
n

P(W ) = P(w1) 
to yield:

P(tijti;1)

Y
i=2

P(wijwi;1)

n
jt1)  P(t1) Y P (wijti )  P(ti jti;1)
P (T jW ) = P (w1P(w
:
)
P(w jw )
1

i=2

i

i;1

Since the natural logarithm is a monotonically increasing function, we can equivalently maximise the
logarithm of the above quantity. The actual implementation therefore uses natural logarithms to avoid
potential under-ow errors (due to machine limitations) when the input sequence is unusually long:
ln(P(w1jt1)) + ln(P(t1)) ; ln(P(w1)) +
n
X
i=2

( ln(P(wijti)) + ln(P (tijti;1)) ; ln(P(wijwi;1)))

:

(2)

We also make some attempt to incorporate HWR condence C(wi) by including an additional term:
ln(P(w1jt1)) + ln(P(t1)) ; ln(P(w1)) +
n
X
i=2

( ln(P (wijti)) + ln(P(tijti;1)) + F  ln(C(wi)) ; ln(P (wijwi;1)))
3

:

(3)

where F is a scaling factor that serves as a knob to control the relative weights of the recogniser's decision
and the linguistic information that we extract from the trellis. The linguistic postprocessor ranks paths
through the trellis by determining the order of the paths' relative values for this expression.

3.1 Analysis of the POS Model
Although the current formulation has been shown to improve the recognition results on average, we see
at least two problems with it that detract from its performance. The research we present here revises the
existing model to compensate for the aws in that approach. We discuss these aws now, and provide the
foundation for the reasoning in the rest of the paper.
In Table 1, we show the performance of the POS Model in comparison to a reranking scheme based on
word-bigrams. Although the POS Model fares slightly better, we can see from the table that it is aected
by the degree of ambiguity present in the input sentence or phrase. In fact, there is no clear winner in this
comparison, since the POS Model improves ve of the cases, but degrades three.
Let us analyse the POS approach briey, in order to improve upon its re-ranking strategy. The rst (and
central) diculty with the POS Model is that P (T jW ) is not the appropriate quantity to be maximised in the
task at hand. Maximising P (T jW) is, of course, appropriate for traditional parsing, and for part-of-speech
tagging, where the word-sequence is the given and not the goal. But here we are interested in re-ranking a
trellis of words1 so as to maximise the linguistic plausibility of the top-choice word-sequence. Both words
and tags are variable in our application.
There are a number of sources of information, besides the syntactic tag, that can contribute to a determination of the probability of a word sequence W. Firstly, there is the handwriting recogniser (HWR)'s
condence. As the handwriting recogniser becomes more sophisticated and accurate, it is increasingly important to consider its judgement concerning the ranking of candidates. The HWR's ranking must be combined
with linguistic probabilities in a theoretically sound manner.
The second problem with the current formulation is that there is no principled way to incorporate other
sources of information about the best word sequence other than the tag information from the lexicon. Gale
& Church 4] have shown that improper estimates of contextual inuence can actually aect the performance
adversely. In our new formulation, which we discuss in Section 4, the recogniser's condence values as well as
the word{tag correlations are captured in independent terms, and this allows us to incorporate new sources
of information that might aect the decision of the ideal word-sequence W ? .
We note that the new approach must ensure that the terms involving recogniser-condence C(wi ) are
in the range (;1 0], in order to preserve the sign of the nal computation, and to make these terms
\compatible" with the conditional probability estimations. We now propose a new formulation that addresses
all of the above concerns.

4 Incorporating Recogniser Information: The SSS Model
In our revised approach to linguistic post-processing (the SSS Model), we try to capture two sources of
information in making the best possible decisions about the \ideal" word-sequence W ? : the part-of-speech
tag information T = ht1 t2 ::: tni associated with any word-sequence W = hw1 w2 ::: wni, and the vector
1

The system will eventually have the ability to propose new words (words not suggested by the recogniser) where appropriate.
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S = s1 s2 ::: sn]t of scores produced by the recogniser. The score-vector S is also correlated to a vector
C = c1 c2 ::: cn]t, to be dened in Section 4.3. Each element ci of the vector C represents a measure of
the correctness of the recogniser's decision about the word wi, and so we refer to C as the
associated with the path W .
The correctness-vector C, and the score-vector S represent mode-specic information associated with the
Signal-level of the input. The sequences W and T represent respectively, Semantic and Syntactic information
in the input stream. We hence refer to our overall approach as the SSS Model.
Now, we are interested in determining (from the given two-dimensional word-matrix of choices from the
recogniser) W ? , the word-sequence that is maximally conformant to our knowledge about the input. This
is equivalent to nding a path from the path-set P in the word-trellis such that the word-sequence W and
the auxiliary information-sources T, and C exhibit maximal mutual support. In Section 4.2 we examine the
alternatives available within the SSS Model, in determining W ? from W , T, C, and S.
correctness-vector

4.1 Phase I: Unique Tag Assignment
In the SSS Model, we adopt a two-phase strategy for solving the problem. The previous algorithm (the POS
Model) was inspired by part-of-speech tagging techniques. However, there is a crucial dierence between the
task of tagging and that of recognition. In the former, the words in the input are xed, and the task consists
of tagging these words, and disambiguating among multiple tags where necessary. In the task of recognising
natural language input, however, both words and tags are variable.
An exhaustive solution to the latter task would then be of a higher order of complexity than in the case
of tagging. In our approach, we handle tags rst, in a Unique Tag Assignment phase, and then handle word
re-ranking as a separate phase. The assignment of unique tags in Phase I reduces the time complexity of the
postprocessing task. We now look at the task of Unique Tag Assignment.
The output of the HWR is a word-trellis which can be represented as a matrix of the form wij ]. In Phase
I, we assign unique tags to the dierent word-candidates in the trellis. When multiple tags are available for
a particular word (as is very often the case), our algorithm will attempt to assign that tag which maximises
the chance of the best-path computation to be compatible with the linguistic knowledge and recogniser
condence information available to the system.2
Figure 1 outlines the UTA algorithm used to accomplish unique tag assignment, and Figure 2 illustrates
its method. For instance, when the algorithm considers the alternate tags N(ou)N and V(er)B for the word
`help' (= w22) in the word-trellis, it looks at all paths W 2 P2 2, and chooses VB over NN.

4.2 Phase II: Finding the Best Path
As we noted in the beginning of this section, we are interested in determining (from the given two-dimensional
word-matrix of choices from the recogniser) W ? , the word-sequence that is maximally conformant to our
knowledge about the input. This is equivalent to nding a path from the path-set P in the word-trellis such
that the word-sequence W is well-supported by the auxiliary information-sources T, and C.
The notion of `well-supported' can be captured by two alternate denitions of the quantity that we seek
2 The uniqueness criterion states that no word-candidate can be assigned multiple tags. It is, however, possible for the UTA
algorithm to assign the same tag to di erent word-candidates at a given word-position | i.e., }9j0 i1 i2 : ti1 j0 = ti2 j0 .
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to maximise. If we consider W to be information that we are looking for, and T, C, and S to be evidence
that arms or denies W, we can dene W ? to be W ? = arg max
P(W jT:C).
W

On the other hand, we can consider them all to be mutually-supporting pieces of evidence, in which case,
W ? = arg max
P (W:T:C), maximising the joint distribution of the three variables. In the following sections,
W
we compare the two approaches from a theoretical perspective, and justify our decision to choose one over
the other.

4.3 The correctness-vector C
It is an empirical observation that all recognisers tend to perform poorly for shorter words. We introduce the
correctness-vector C to compensate for this within a numerical framework that is based on the recogniser's
performance over a training set. We dene the elements ci of the correctness-vector C = c1 c2 ::: cn]t in
terms of the words wi, their lengths li , and their recogniser scores si . We can rst dene a continuous
correctness variable i, and then discretise it to obtain ci .
In its most general form, i would be: i = (wi si li)  (wi si li ). Here, the ()-term is meant to
capture quirks of the recogniser that reect domain-dependent features such as the word shape, and the ()term will model external noise introduced by innitesimal variations in the input signal. Thus, () captures
systematic bias in the recogniser due to inherent limitations of the input modality, while () captures random
error due to uctuations of the input from the ideal. In fact, the noise introduced by these two components
is directly responsible for producing multiple recogniser choices at any word position.
In general, the functions () and () could be of arbitrary analytical order, and the operator  could
combine the () and the () terms in any fashion. In practice, however, we propose to compute i as a
multi-linear combination of the variables wi , si , and li with the substitution:
f(wi

si li ) ::= si  (wi si li ) ::= (wi li )g:

Thus, we specify the ()-term to be the recogniser's score, and the ()-term to be Gaussian3 (). The
operator  is a simple weighted sum of its operands. Therefore, the expression for i becomes:
i = si +   (wi li )
where  and  are constants. To obtain ci , we then discretise i based on the interval that it falls into:
8 ( )=2
if 0  i   1
>> 1
< (1 + 2)=2 if 1 < i  2
ci = > ( 2 +  3 )=2 if  2 < i   3

>>   
: (k;1 + k)=2 if k;1 < i  k:

The number k of the intervals, and the exact values of the cuts  j , are to be determined by clustering the
scores obtained from the recogniser on multiple tokens of the same word-type. We plan to maximise intercluster variance, and minimise intra-cluster variance to obtain maximum homogeneity within each cluster.
3 The ()-term expresses the quality of the input signal, and contributes to production of this word-path by the recogniser.
In order to capture the error due to this random noise, we model the error-function () as a Gaussian distribution. The mean
 and the standard deviation  of () are to be determined through training, and will depend on wi and li .
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4.4 Phase II { Branch A: The Conditional Distribution Approach
If we adopt the Conditional Distribution Approach, where we seek to maximise P(W jT:C), we can simplify
the estimation of this conditional probability as follows:
P(W jT:C) = PP(W:T:C)
(C:T)
)  P(W:T)
= P (C jW:T
P(C:T )
)  P(W jT)  P(T )
= P (C jW:T
P(C jT)  P (T )
)  P(W jT)  P(T )
= P (C jW:T
P(C jT)  P (T )
)  P(W jT)
= P (C jW:T
P(C jT)
= P(c1jw1 w2 ::: wn t1 t2 ::: tn)
P (w1jt1

t2 ::: tn)

P (c1jt1 t2 ::: tn)

n
Y
i=2
n

Y

i=2

n
Y
i=2

P(ci jc1 ::: ci;1 w1 w2 ::: wn t1 t2 ::: tn)

P(wijw1 ::: wi;1 t1 t2 ::: tn)

P (cijc1 ::: ci;1 t1 t2 ::: tn):

We can now make a zero-history assumption for terms computing P(cijany event), since the recogniser
score or correctness for a particular word-token is not aected by c-, w-, and t-values at other word positions
in the input stream. We can also make a single-history assumption for terms that compute P(wijany event)
and P(tijany event). This yields the following expression for W ? :
W ? = arg max
P (w1jt1)
W

Yn

i=2

P(wijwi;1 ti;1 ti) 

Yn P(cijwiti)
i=1

P(ci jti) :

Further, we can deem ci to be independent of the tag information ti since the recogniser does not take any
note of the POS ambiguities associated with a particular word, but only works on the input signal, namely
the word shape. (Notice that ci already incorporates length information, as described in Section 4.3.) We
now have the nal computation for W ? as:
W ? = arg max
P (w1jt1)
W
= arg max
P(w1jt1)
W

Yn

i=2
n

Y

i=2

P(wijwi;1 ti;1 ti) 
P(wijwi;1 ti;1 ti) 
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Yn P(cijwi)

i=1
n

P(ci)

YP

i=1

P(cijwi)
:
w2W (P(ci jw):P (w))

(4)

4.5 Phase II { Branch B: The Joint Distribution Approach
If we consider W, T, and C to be mutually-supporting pieces of evidence, we must adopt the Joint Distribution Approach, where we seek to maximise P(W:T:C). In this case, we have:
P(W:T:C) = P(C jW:T )  P (W jT )  P(T )

Yn

= P(c1jw1 w2 ::: wn t1 t2 ::: tn)
P(w1jt1 t2 ::: tn)

n
Y
i=2

i=2

P(ci jc1 ::: ci;1 w1 w2 ::: wn t1 t2 ::: tn) 

P (wijw1 ::: wi;1 t1 t2 ::: tn)  P(t1 )

n
Y
i=2

P(ti jt1 ::: ti;1):

Now, as with the Conditional Distribution Approach, we can make a zero-history assumption for terms
computing P(cijany event), and a single-history assumption for terms that compute P(wijany event) and
P(tijany event). In the Joint Distribution Approach, these assumptions have the additional merit of being
equivalent to assuming a Hidden Markov Model of order one, as we will demonstrate immediately. The
expression for W ? :
W ? = arg max
(
W

Yn

i=1

P (cijwiti )  P (w1jt1)

Yn

i=2

P(wijwi;1 ti;1 ti)  P(t1)

Yn

i=2

P(ti jti;1))

can be further simplied. Here, too, we can deem ci to be independent of the tag information ti. Therefore,
our task becomes the computation of W ? , such that:
W ? = arg max
(
W

Yn

i=1

P (ci jwi)  P (w1jt1)

Yn

i=2

P (wijwi;1 ti;1 ti)  P (t1)

Yn

i=2

P(tijti;1)):

(5)

4.5.1 The Underlying Hidden Markov Model
The Joint Distribution Approach is especially appealing because it has a very direct interpretation as a
Hidden Markov Model. Apart from strengthening the theory through cross-conrmation from a second
perspective, the HMM interpretation is also consistent with our planned approach for error recovery.4 The
two interpretations, Bayesian and HMM, are equivalent, as can be seen from the following derivation.
Note: To distinguish between random variables and the values they can take, we use subscripts to denote
variables, and square brackets ( ]) to denote their potential values. Thus, q 3] represents the third state in
the model, whereas q3, which is shorthand for q( =3), is the state of the system at time = 3.
In the HMM interpretation, we treat the correctness-vector C (dened in Section 4.3) as the observationsequence of the Hidden Markov Model. The observations are therefore drawn from the observation set
O = fo 1] o 2] ::: o k]g (where each o j] = (j;1 + j)=2, as described in Section 4.3). The hidden states
of the model are word::tag pairs w::t, drawn from the state set Q = W  T = fq 1] q 2] ::: q K]g. The
cardinality of Q is: K = jQj = jW j  jT j.
We can now dene the
i = P (Q=1 = hq i]i) that the system starts o at state q i]
when time = 1. Also, we let the matrix A contain the state-transition probabilities aij for all state-pairs
initial probability

4 In error recovery, or restoring the true word-choice when the recogniser did not succeed in including it among the candidates
for the word position, we plan to use Hidden Markov Mesh Fields 6], where classes of states will act as single entities.
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(q i] q j]) | i.e., A i j] = aij = P (qt+1 =q j] j qt =q i]). Finally, we dene the elements bi(j) of the matrix
B as B i j] = bi(j) = bqi] (o j]) to be the conditional probability P (ot =o j] j qt =q i]) of the observation o j]
occurring from the state q i] at any given time. Then, the HMM is dened by the triplet:
2 ! = ]t 3
i
= 4 A = aij ] 5 :
B = bi(j)]
Given this HMM model , we need to choose W ? such that the state sequence Q=n = hq1 q2 ::: qni and
the observation sequence O=n = ho1 o2 ::: oni are maximally likely. (Note again, that the value of q2 is
that state q i] 2 Q which the system happens to be in at time = 2.) We hence need to maximise:
P (O Qj ) = ! q1]  B q1 o1 ] 
=

q1

 bq1 (o1 ) 

= P(q1) 

Yn
i=2

Yn
i=2

Yn

(A qi;1 qi]B qi oi])

i=2

(aq ; q bq (oi))
i

1

i

i

(P (oijqi)P(qijqi;1))

= (P (t1):P(w1jt1)) 

Yn
i=2

((P(cijwi ti)  (P(tijti;1):P(wijwi;1 ti;1 ti))):

Consequently, the expression for W ? becomes:
W ? = arg max
((P(t1):P(w1jt1)) 
W

n
Y

i=2

(P(cijwi ti)  (P(tijti;1):P(wijwi;1 ti;1 ti)))):

(6)

which is identical to Equation 5! We thus have that the Bayesian derivation with the above-mentioned
history assumptions is exactly equivalent to the rst-order HMM .
In our application, we can further assume safely that the ci are independent of the ti, since the recognisers
that we use do not utilise any tag information in assigning scores. Thus, in both equations (5)&(6), we can
replace the terms P(cijwi ti ) by the corresponding terms P(ci jwi).
We can think of the states qi as urns containing coloured marbles. The marbles represent possible
observations from the state. The values of observations at a given state can range from  0 = 0 to a
recogniser-dependent maximum of  k . This range can be divided into intervals using the variance-based
clustering discussed in Section 4.3. We can associate colours with these intervals, such that each colour
corresponds to a continuous half-open interval ( j;1  j] of the range of the observation variable . This
in turn means that the distribution of colours in each urn captures the distribution of the observation
probabilities associated with that state. Figure 3 illustrates the assignment of colours to intervals. In the
gure, each marble is placed at the centre of its interval, to denote that the mean of the interval is chosen
to represent it (ie., ci = ( j;1 +  j )=2 as described in Section 4.3).
Now, dierent urns can have identical distributions of marbles. Specically, for a given word w 2 W , for
every tag t that applies to w, all the states w::t will share the observation probabilites. This is demonstrated
in Figure 4. This corresponds to having identical rows in the matrix B. However, these states have distinct
state-transition probabilites, and hence cannot be collapsed together.
9

We also note that the use of
3] is facilitated by this framework. A hypertag is essentially a
cluster of tags, and so it can be modelled by a class of states, rather than by a single state of the HMM 5].
hypertags

4.6 Comparing the Branches of Phase II
In the Conditional Distribution Approach, we seek to maximise P (W jT:C), as contrasted to P (W:T:C) in
the Joint Distribution Approach. Now, we have:
P (W:T:C) = P (W jT:C)  P (T:C) = P (W jT:C)  P(T )  P (C)
given the mutual independence of C and T.
Thus, the branches dier in that the Joint Distribution Approach takes explicit account of the tagsequence probability, and the correctness-vector probability. We expect that this will not make a signicant
dierence in computing W ? .

5 Estimating the terms of P (W jT )
We estimate P(W jT) using frequency-counts from our e-mail corpus5 :
b 1jt1) = P N(w1::t1)
P (w1jt1 t2 ::: tn)
P(w
w2W N(w::t1)
b ijwi;1 ti;1 ti) = P N(wi;1::ti;1 wi::ti)
P (wijw1 w2 ::: wi;1 t1 t2 ::: tn)
P(w
w2W N(wi;1::ti;1 w::ti)
where N(x y z :::) is the number of times that the sequence of events hx y z :::i occurred in the training
corpus.
The independence assumption involved in the transition from P to Pb above represents a trade-o between
computational expense and the accuracy of the model. The current assumption allows us to model language
as a rst-order HMM, which is consistent with our analysis in Section 4. Relaxing the assumption (to include
a larger history) is equivalent to modelling n-grams for larger n, but this requires correspondingly larger
amounts of training data to obtain reliable estimations.
As noted before, our post-processing component has to incorporate not only statistical knowledge, but
also recogniser condences for the dierent word-candidates. This is crucial in order to avoid over-riding the
recogniser's decisions indiscriminately. The next section deals with computing P(C jW), which incorporates
word recognition condences into the computation.

6 Estimating P (C jW )
The expression P(C jW) represents the probability that a particular correctness-vector C = c1 c2 ::: cn]t is
associated with the word-sequence W = hw1 w2 ::: wni. Such a probability would be meaningless if we had
5 The e-mail corpus has been built up here at CEDAR to reect the informal nature of spontaneously generated language.
The corpus is a better representative of the genre of online handwritten text 3].
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not transformed the recogniser-score vector S = s1 s2 ::: sn]t and discretised it to obtain C. But now, with
our intervals, and with our zero-history assumption for terms computing P (ci jany event), we can simplify
P(C jW) as:
n
Y
P(C jW) = P(ci jwi):
i=1

P(cijwi) can itself be estimated through one of two approaches | Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
and Maximum Mutual Information (MMI). Our rst implementation will be based on MLE, because of its
proven success in other post-processing systems 11]. We plan to test the system in the future, using MMI
estimations, and then to compare the two estimation methods for relative merit.
We assume here, as a rst hypothesis, that the HWR word condences should be given exactly equal
weight with the linguistic information derived from the corpus. We can then use the recogniser training
corpus to perform the following estimation (cf. Section 4.3):
N(i 2 ( j;1  j] wi)
(7)
Pb (ci jwi) = Pb (i 2 ( j;1  j] j wi ) = N(
i 2 ( 0 = 0  k] wi )
where N( 2 (  0] w) is the number of times the word-token w was recognised in the corpus with its
-value in the range (  0]. (The corpus will contain instances of written words that will cover the entire
lexicon. It will consist of single-writer sub-corpora, but will itself contain samples from several dierent
writers and writing styles.)

7 Sparseness and the Need for Smoothing
Sparseness of training data is a well-documented issue in statistical approaches 7].
means that
the number of training events is less than the \ideal" number of events that would be necessary for reliable
statistical estimation. Sparseness is an acute problem in the case of word-level statistics, since the lexicon W
contains tens of thousands of words. We will use smoothing techniques that have been used in the literature
8, 9, 10] to handle 0-events gracefully.
When the system considers a trigram in the trellis that was not encountered in the the training sequence,
it is inappropriate to assign a probability of 0 to this unseen event. It would be preferable to assign this
0-event a small, theoretically motivated, probability value that reects the intuitive degree to which the
training corpus is \incomplete".
We plan to compare the performances of two approaches to smoothing, namely, Linear Interpolation and
Flooring. We briey describe these approaches below.
Sparseness

7.1 Linear Interpolation
In the Linear Interpolation method 8], we try to re-estimate n-gram probabilities as a weighted sum of
probabilities of sequences of lower order. Therefore the Linear Interpolation method is applicable mainly to
the sub-task of computing P (W jT ). Thus, we can derive the re-estimation P (wijwi;1 ti;1 ti ) as:
P(wijwi;1 ti;1 ti) = 0P0 + 1 P (wi) + 2P(wijti) + 3P(wijwi;1) +
b ijwi;1 ti;1 ti)
4P(wi jti;1 ti ) + 5P(w
11

P

with the constraints that 0P0 6= 0 j j = 1, and that P0 is a \reasonable" constant. P0 is often chosen
to be 1=N, where N is the size of the training corpus.

7.2 Flooring Method
The Flooring method sacrices theoretical soundness for ease of implementation and for computational
savings. It is also more broadly applicable than the Linear Interpolation method, and can be used to smooth
the computation of P (C jW), P(W jT) and P(T). Here we demonstrate the technique with the computation
of P(ci jwi).

if N(ci  wi) = 0
P(cijwi) = P(c
b jw ) otherwise:
i

i

In this method also,  can be set to k=N for some k 2 < (the eld of real numbers). The motivation here is
again that we want a small non-zero number that reects the size of the training set.

8 Quantifying Performance of the SSS Model
Figure 5 shows four example input sentences, and compares the performances of the POS Model and the
SSS model (the Joint Distribution Approach) on two selected paths in each trellis. The scores associated
with the SSS model in this example were hand-computed, and are representative of actual scores that would
be generated by the approach.
We plan to extend the performance evaluation of both the branches of the SSS model, in order to compare
the relative merits of the Joint Distribution Approach and the Conditional Distribution Approach. We will
perform perplexity-based comparison of ve models:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The n-gram model | used as a baseline to compare the other models
The \pure" POS model (Equation 2)
The POS model with the recogniser-score C(wi ) \added on" (Equation 3)
Branch A of the SSS model | the Conditional Distribution Approach (Equation 4)
Branch B of the SSS model | the HMM-based Joint Distribution Approach (Equation 6)

Since our goal is not just to model language for a prediction task 13], but to maximise the success of
the recognition process, the classical denitions of perplexity 14] are not sucient for our purposes. We
rather need a denition that captures the overall performance of the system, with emphasis on the goal of
recognition. We are in the process of developing such a perplexity measure.
We will also compare the smoothing eectiveness of the Linear Interpolation Method and the Flooring
Method individually for the two branches of the SSS model. As discussed in Section 4.6, we expect the
Conditional Distribution Approach and the Joint Distribution Approach to give similar results.
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9 Conclusions & Future Directions
We have presented here a theoretically sound and internally coherent approach to modelling language for the
task of postprocessing the output from a handwriting recogniser. Our approach has a direct interpretation
as a Hidden Markov Model, and allows us to incorporate recogniser condences into the computations in a
principled manner.
The preliminary results presented in Figure 5 show that the SSS model is very eective in choosing the
truth path over other candidate paths. We expect to complete the implementation of our postprocessing
model very soon, and to have performance benchmarking available for the document analysis community
in the near future. Further, we have reason to believe that the methodology is directly applicable to other
input modalities such as speech.
In terms of future work, limits of the SSS model need to be explored and established. For instance, there
are semantic relationships (such as collocations and triggers) between words in text which cannot be captured
directly in the P (W jT ) terms. These types of lexical relationships can also be captured by modelling the
trellis as a Markov Random Field (MRF) 6]. We are already investigating the role that MRF's can play in
conjunction with the SSS model to yield a new unied approach.
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HWR
Bigram HWR+POS
Si #w #a @a #w0 #c @c #c @c #c @c
S1
6 6 1.0
0
3 0.50 5 0.83 5 0.83
S2
7 9 1.3
2
2 0.29 4 0.57 4 0.57
S3
7 11 1.5
6
5 0.71 5 0.71 6 0.86
S4
5 8 1.6
3
2 0.40 5 1.00 5 1.00
S5
8 13 1.6
5
7 0.88 8 1.00 6 0.75
S6
7 13 1.8
4
4 0.57 5 0.71 6 0.86
S7
6 11 1.8
6
5 0.83 4 0.67 4 0.67
S8
10 20 2.0
7
6 0.60 8 0.80 10 1.00
S9
9 20 2.2
6
4 0.50 8 1.00 8 1.00
S10
9 20 2.2
9
6 0.67 8 0.89 8 0.89
S11
8 19 2.4
8
6 0.75 7 0.88 5 0.63
S12
5 9 2.25 3
3 0.60 5 1.00 4 0.80
S13
4 10 2.5
3
3 0.75 4 1.00 4 1.00
S14
6 15 2.5
5
3 0.50 5 0.83 6 1.00
S15
8 24 3.0
7
4 0.50 6 0.75 8 1.00
Table 1: Performance table for the POS Model: For each sentence Si that we tested, we have computed the
following statistics: #w = number of words #a = number of total word senses @a = #a=#w = ratio of senses
to words and #w0 = number of words with ambiguity (ie., with more than one POS associated with them). The
average number of candidates per word-position, which is also the average trellis-height, varied from 7.5 (for S6 ) to
14.0 (for S2 ). The sentences have been ordered by increasing ambiguity, as measured by @a. We then compare the
number #c and the ratio @c = #c=#w of correct top-choices in the trellis for the HWR with the corresponding
gures after post-processing. We show the performance of the POS model relative to a word-bigram based re-ranking
scheme.
1. we are expecting the closest inspection
2. in general they appreciated learning the business
3. except for feeling mad i recall nothing
4. i am testing the recognizer
5. be sure to have their favorite order ready
6. grant each extra request given by her
7. i guess the guide got lost
8. it came as a surprise that these have slow return
9. he may wonder why the wrong le got trashed
10. last time they were welcome to cut the deal
11. what kind of subject can split this group
12. time ies like an arrow
13. we still preferred spring
14. some are thinking power means right
15. this will test and close each clean set
Table 2: Test sentences used in Table 1: The sentences are ordered by increasing ambiguity as measured by the
parameter @a. To conform to the recogniser's requirements, we have eliminated all punctuation, and have transcribed
all upper-case letters to the lower case.
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begin UTA
foreach path W 2 W do
Tag path W with a stochastic tagger
# This assigns unique tags for this
od
foreach index-pair i j 2 the trellis do
if wij has multiple tags assigned to it
Wij := arg max (tagger-score(W))
W 2P
tij := t 2 T s:t: (wij::t 2 Wij )
od
end UTA

path

ij

Figure 1: The UTA algorithm for Unique Tag Assignment: The tagger-score measures the reliability of the

particular tag-sequence chosen by the tagger, and so provides a measure of condence for the particular word::tag
pair under consideration in the global context of the path for which this assignment was chosen by the tagger. The
gure below illustrates the performance of the UTA algorithm.

The Truth:

Police

help

The Recogniser's Choices:
Please
Police
Place

tulip
help
half

dog

bite

victim

dog
does
clog

bile
bite
lute

victim
system

Tag Choices proposed by the tagger: (In descending order of the tagger-score)

Please::fUH,VBg tulip::NN
dog::fNN,VBg
bile::NN
victim::NN
Police::fNN,VBg help::fVB,NNg does::fVBX,VB,NNg bite::fJJ,VB,NNg system::NN
Place::fNN,VBg half::fJJ,NBg clog::fVB,NNg
lute::NN

After Unique Tag Assignment:
Please::UH
Police::NN
Place::NN

tulip::NN
help::VB
half::JJ

dog::NN
does::VBX
clog::VB

bile::NN
bite::JJ
lute::NN

victim::NN
system::NN

Figure 2: The UTA algorithm at work: This example shows the trellis generated by the recogniser for a particular

input sentence, and the state of the trellis after each of the foreach() loops in the UTA algorithm. The tag-set used
here is: T = fJJ { Adjective NB { Number NN { Noun UH { Interjection VB { Verb VBX { Auxiliary verbg.
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 0 =0

i qcegi segi ugi
1

2

3

4

 k;1

y

k

Figure 3: What the colours mean: The values of observations at a given state can range from 0 =0 to a maximum

of k . This range can be divided into intervals as shown above. Each interval is associated with a particular colour.
The marbles in an urn represent possible observations from the state that the urn itself represents. The marbles are
coloured according to the dierent intervals (j;1  j ] into which the observations fall.
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'qcegisegi qcegi y $'qcegisegi qcegi y $
y
y
u'&gi segi %$&'ugi segi %
$
'
$
qcegi segiy ugisegi qcegi segiy ugisegi qcegi segiy ugisegi
i' %$&i %&i %
&
uiy gisegi qcegiy
&'qcegi i %$'qcegi $'qcegi $'qcegi $
ugiqcegi ysegii ugiqcegi ysegii ugiqcegi ysegii ugiqcegi ysegii
&'segi %$&'segi %
&
%
&
%
$
yi segi ugi i segiy ugi
& qcegi %& qcegi %
w1::t2

w1::t5

w2::t1

w2::t3

w2::t4

w4::t1

w4::t3

w4::t4

w5::t4

w5::t7

w3::t2

w4::t5

Figure 4: Urns and marbles: The urns represent states w:: t, and the marbles represent possible observations at

that state. Each colour corresponds to an interval of the range of the observation variable . The diferent urns
in any given row i correspond to the dierent parts-of-speech that are associated with the word wi . Therefore the
distribution of marbles is identical in all the urns of a particular row.
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Performance Comparison
for the two models
POS
i am testing its recognizes
i am testing the recognizer
SSS
i am testing the recognizer
i am testing its recognizes

POS
he kim to damage his slew
he likes to change his shoes

18
15
0.3
0.06

23

step up to the podium

20

SSS
step up to the podium
stop up tv the baldwin

0.3
0.005

POS
time him like on morrow
time flies like an arrow

26
22

SSS
time flies like an arrow
time him like on morrow

0.03
0.003

28
25

SSS
he likes to change his shoes
he kim to damage his slew

POS
stop up tv the baldwin

0.15
0.005

Legend:
the true path

Figure 5: Comparing the performance of the two models: We show here the reranking performance
of the POS Model and the SSS Model. Each box in this gure shows two paths in the input trellis, and shows
the scores assigned by the two models to the two paths. The scores themselves are not comparable across
the models, since the two approaches compute inherently incomparable quantities. But the truth path is
chosen by the SSS Model over the alternate in every one of these examples.
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